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11 analysis of regional endogenous growth
Roberto Basile and Stefano Usai

1. intRodUction

neoclassical ‘exogenous’ growth models predict that, under certain conditions (complete 
markets, free entry and exit, negligible transaction costs and convex technology relative 
to market size), economies navigate a sea of economic opportunities that reward produc-
tive efforts and savings (solow, 1956; swan, 1956; borts, 1960; borts and stein, 1964; 
barro and sala- i- Martin, 1995). thus initially low- income economies typically do not 
entrap and tend to catch up; only those economies that do not make investments will not 
escape the low- income status quo.

However, the stylized facts observed for regions, especially for european regions, tell 
us a different story, that is a story of lack of global convergence, club convergence and 
strong spatial interdependence (basile, 2009; fiaschi and lavezzi, 2007; fotopoulos, 
2008). these stylized facts have led scholars to question the explanatory power of neo-
classical exogenous growth models and to look at endogenous growth theories as suit-
able frameworks to interpret the actual regional development, in europe as well as in 
other contexts. particularly appealing have been those models that identify a large set 
of self- reinforcing mechanisms that can potentially cause poverty traps (azariadis and 
stachurski, 2005) as well as those schumpeterian models that emphasize the role of tech-
nology transfer as driving forces for economic growth and club convergence (Howitt, 
2000; Howitt and Mayer- foulkes, 2005; acemoglu et al., 2006). However, this group 
of studies lacks the necessary micro- foundations to model interregional knowledge dif-
fusion. specifically, it does not properly take into account the issues related to spatial 
proximity.

first attempts to ‘regionalize’ endogenous growth theory have been essentially non- 
analytical approaches, focusing on the issue of the boundaries of knowledge spillovers 
(doring and schnellenbach, 2006). these studies have questioned how geographically 
limited knowledge diffusion may help explain clusters of regions with persistently  different 
levels of growth. the intrinsic limitations of these frameworks have raised the need for 
theoretical works focusing on the explicit incorporation of space into growth models.

over recent years there has been some work in this direction. specifically, a group of 
authors have proposed extensions of multi- country neoclassical growth models (lópez- 
bazo et al., 2004; egger and pfaffermayr, 2006; pfaffermayr, 2009a, 2009b; ertur and 
koch, 2007) as well as extensions of multi- country endogenous (schumpeterian) growth 
models (ertur and koch, 2011) that include technological interdependence across 
regions to take account of neighborhood effects in growth and convergence processes. 
this group of studies has given rise to a large number of empirical analyses that have 
used spatial econometric tools to study the role of spatial interactions in regional growth 
behavior.

this chapter provides a critical survey of the growing literature on regional growth 
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analysis, focusing on those studies that have tried to explain the lack of regional con-
vergence together with the presence of multiple equilibria and spatial polarization. 
differently from previous reviews of the literature on regional growth and convergence 
(Magrini, 2004; Rey and le gallo, 2009; ertur and le gallo, 2009), our work points 
out the link between the advances in endogenous growth theory and the evolution 
of regional growth analysis. obviously, it is beyond the scope of the present study to 
provide a thorough review of the empirical literature on regional convergence (for which 
we refer the readers to the above- mentioned surveys) or an exhaustive review of the 
theoretical literature on endogenous growth (for which we refer the reader to aghion 
and durlauf, 2005, and pozzolo, 2004).

the rest of the chapter is organized as follows. in section 2, some stylized facts on 
the distribution dynamics of regional income per worker in europe are reported to 
provide an indication of the existing scale of regional disparities. section 3 examines the 
theoretical literature on endogenous growth while questioning its explanatory power for 
our understanding of regional growth. in section 4 we review those studies that have 
extended multi- region growth models to take into account the neighborhood effects 
on growth and convergence processes. section 5 discusses non- analytical attempts to 
include the role of industrial heterogeneity and agglomeration externalities in the expla-
nation of diverse regional performances. section 6 concludes and suggests new directions 
for future research in the field.

2.  long- RUn distRibUtion of Regional incoMe in 
eURope

Regional income imbalances in europe have been analyzed by different scholars. the 
most informative studies are those based on the continuous state- space intra- distribution 
dynamics (idd) approach developed by Quah (1997), based on the estimation of con-
ditional density functions and ergodic distributions (fotopoulos, 2008; fiaschi and 
lavezzi, 2007; basile, 2009). the main picture emerging from these studies, which mainly 
focus on the eU- 15, is a polarization of income levels, that is, a tendency towards a twin- 
peaked distribution. first, the snapshot univariate densities display a bimodal distribu-
tion of regional incomes per worker (labor productivity). Moreover, polarization tends 
to be persistent in the long run: initially high labor productivity regions tend to converge 
to a high labor productivity equilibrium, while initially low productivity regions languish 
behind. two clusters of regions are therefore identified, with a group of regions caught 
in a low- income trap. such a clustering is also characterized by a core–periphery spatial 
pattern: high-  (low- )income regions are in a proximate relationship with other high-  
(low- )income regions.

Using cambridge econometrics data and a sample of 257 nUts2 regions for the 
1990–2007 period, we extend this analysis to the enlarged europe (eU- 27), including 
both ‘Western’ and ‘eastern’ regions. given the distribution of regional income per 
worker (or labor productivity)1 at time t and its associated probability measure, t, 
the idd approach consists of describing the law of motion of the stochastic process 
{t,t$ 0}. if this process is assumed to be first- order Markov, than the law of motion 
for {t,t$ 0} can be modeled as an autoregressive process: t1t (y) 5 e

`

0 ft (y 0x)t(x)dx, 
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where ft (y 0x)  is the expected density of y (the productivity levels at time t1 t) condi-
tional upon x (the productivity levels at time t). in other words, the conditional density 
ft (y 0x)  describes the probability that a region moves to a certain state of relative pro-
ductivity given that it has a certain relative productivity level in the initial period. if the 
transition density function is time- invariant, then the erogodic distribution can be com-
puted as: `

(y) 5 e
`

0 ft (y 0x)`
(x)dx (Johnson, 2005). this function describes the long- 

term behavior of the productivity distribution: it is the density of what the cross- region 
productivity distribution tends towards, should the system continue along its historical 
path (Quah, 2007).

to estimate the conditional density function we choose t5 17, so that y is the vector of 
labor productivity levels in 2007 (the last year) and x the vector of productivity levels in 
1990 (the first year). the function is estimated using a local linear density estimator with 
variable bandwidth (see basile, 2010, for a thorough discussion of conditional density 
estimators applied to the idd analysis). finally, we compute the ergodic distribution 
of regional income per worker using the transition matrix extracted from the estimated 
conditional density function. the shape of this ergodic distribution suggests the existence 
of convergence clubs: three groups of regions tend to converge to three different long- 
run parallel growth paths (figure 11.1). a first mode of the stationary distribution is at 
about 0.25 times the eU average income; the second peak is at about 0.75 times the eU 
average, while the third one is at about the eU average.

in order to identify the proximate determinants of the shape of the long- run distri-
bution of regional income, we analyze the contribution of capital accumulation and 
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technology. While azariadis and stachurski (2005) ascribe the emergence of multiple 
equilibria to divergences in capital accumulation and in the institutional setting,2 the 
schumpeterian approach (Howitt, 2000) attributes club convergence to differences 
in technology connected both to R&d investments and to capacity to absorb foreign 
knowledge (see section 3). thus, using the same methodology described above, we 
analyze the transition dynamics of the regional capital–labor ratio and total factor pro-
ductivity (tfp) and compute the implied ergodic distributions (figure 11.1).3 the results 
imply that traps in both tfp growth and capital accumulation matter in explaining 
the multi- modality in regional income per worker, in line with cross- country evidence 
reported by Johnson (2005). indeed, a bi- modality emerges in the long- run distribution 
of tfp and a tri- modality in the long- run distribution of the capital–labor ratio. this 
result has important implications for theoretical modeling of regional development 
traps, as it suggests that they are due to both productivity growth (as suggested by the 
schumpeterian approach) and to traps in physical capital accumulation (azariadis’s 
argumentation).

finally, we provide information on the spatial distribution of income per worker, the 
capital–output ratio and tfp over the sample period. Using nonparametric regression 
spline methods, we regress each of the three variables on the smooth interaction between 
latitude and longitude, y 5 f (lat,long) 1e (see basile et al., 2013). figures 11.2–11.4 plot 
the geographical components (the so- called spatial trend surface) of this model, showing 
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a core–periphery pattern in the spatial distribution of each variable. specifically, higher 
incomes per worker are clustered in the centre of the continent, while lower incomes are 
concentrated in two peripheral areas: the first one includes southern regions, while the 
lowest income levels are clustered in eastern regions. these features are partially mir-
rored in the spatial trend of the capital–labor ratio and of tfp. this evidence suggests 
that the assumption of spatial randomness in regional growth behavior is likely to be 
violated and that spatial autocorrelation must be taken into account when modeling 
regional development traps.

3.  endogenoUs gRoWtH tHeoRy and Regional 
gRoWtH dispaRities

3.1 Linear and Nonlinear Solow Model

early contributions to regional growth analyses (Magrini, 2004) were based on the tra-
ditional neoclassical growth model (solow, 1956) rooted in the assumptions of a convex 
(cobb–douglas) production function with constant returns to scale, diminishing returns 
to capital, access of all regions to the same pool of exogenous knowledge (instantaneous 
technology transfer) and absence of regional technological interactions.
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the most suitable property of this model, which facilitates its econometric estimation, 
is that all regions have an identical long- run growth rate exclusively determined by the 
rate of exogenous technological progress. this implies that their steady- state balanced 
growth paths are parallel. during the transition to the steady state, the less capital- 
endowed economies will have a lower income per worker and they will grow faster.4

in the steady state, income per worker (y) will be higher in the economies with 
higher rates of investment in physical capital (sK) and with lower effective depreciation 
rates (n1 x1 d), with n the working- age population growth rate, g the common exog-
enous technology growth rate and d the rate of depreciation of physical capital assumed 
identical in all economies. in a cross- region context, the econometric specification of the 
solow growth model for region i (with i 5 1, . . ., N) is

 ln yi5 b01 b1 ln 
sK,i

ni1 g1 d
1 eSolow,i (11.1)

where b0 and b1 are unknown parameters to be estimated and eSolow,i is an error term 
assumed to be identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.).

equation (11.1) entails strong homogeneity assumptions on growth behavior. 
imposing parameter homogeneity is equivalent to assuming that the effect of a change 
in a particular variable (such as the savings rate) on economic growth is the same across 
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regions. this assumption has been considered as particularly inappropriate for the anal-
ysis of complex heterogeneous regions. for example, it has been observed that regional 
growth behavior in the ‘West’ and in the ‘east’ of the eU may greatly differ (ertur 
and koch, 2007) and, more generally, that the evidence of regional ‘club convergence’ 
(parameter heterogeneity or multiple regimes) is the rule rather than the exception in 
regional growth analysis (ertur and le gallo, 2009).

as is well known, club convergence can be generated by the original solow–swan 
model by simply assuming that either the saving rate or the population growth rate is 
a function of income per worker. Masanjala and papageorgiou (2004) have also shown 
how replacing the commonly used cobb–douglas aggregated production specification 
with the more general constant- elasticity- of- substitution (ces) specification can gener-
ate parameter heterogeneity in the solow growth equation. a nonlinear solow model 
can therefore be derived:

 ln yi 5 b0 1 f aln 
sK,i

ni1 g1 d
b 1 eNonl.Solow,i (11.2)

where f (.)  is a generic function to be estimated through, for example, nonparametric 
methods (see, e.g., liu and stengos, 1999; durlauf et al., 2001; fiaschi and lavezzi, 
2003; kalaitzidakis et al., 2001; and, for applications to regional data, arbia and basile, 
2005; basile, 2008, 2009).

However, evidence of lack of convergence or of club convergence (especially in the 
case of european regions) has also stimulated interest among regional economists in 
alternative theoretical frameworks to the neoclassical model. in particular, a major 
stimulus to the comparative analysis of regional long- run behavior originated from the 
introduction of the endogenous growth framework during the mid 1980s (Roberts and 
setterfield, 2010).

3.2 First and Second Generations of Endogenous Growth Models

early contributions to the endogenous growth literature (Romer, 1986; lucas, 1988), 
classified as ak models (Rebelo, 1991), do not make an explicit distinction between 
capital accumulation and technological progress: the latter consists of the accumula-
tion of knowledge, which is a kind of intellectual capital, as much as physical or human 
capital. similarly to capital accumulation, technological knowledge also arises from 
decisions to save. if society saves a larger fraction of income, the pace of technological 
progress rises, permitting a higher rate of economic growth to be sustained indefinitely.

according to these models, regional differences in income per worker should widen 
over time and random shocks to a region’s income should have permanent effects. 
However, this prediction contradicts the empirical evidence that most regions tend to 
converge to roughly similar long- run growth rates or, better, that different groups of 
regions tend to converge to different long- run growth paths (club convergence).

exceptions are those first- generation endogenous growth models that predict con-
vergence clubs arising from threshold effects in the accumulation of important factors 
of production (azariadis and stachurski, 2005). specifically, in these models non- 
convexities in the aggregate production function associated with threshold effects in 
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the accumulation of capital lead to long- run dependence from initial conditions.5 not 
surprisingly, these studies are widely mentioned in regional growth analyses that under-
line the issue of club regional convergence (e.g. funke and niebuhr, 2005; basile, 2008, 
2009).

a second wave of endogenous growth models can be classified as ‘innovation- based’ 
growth theory, since it recognizes that intellectual capital, the source of technological 
progress, is distinct from physical and human capital. the latter is accumulated through 
saving and schooling, while intellectual capital grows through innovation. one version 
of innovation- based theory was proposed by Romer (1990), who assumed that aggregate 
productivity is an increasing function of the degree of product variety: innovation causes 
productivity growth by creating new, but not necessarily improved, varieties of products. 
the other version is the one- country ‘schumpeterian’ model developed by aghion and 
Howitt (1992, 1998). it focuses on quality- improving innovations that render old prod-
ucts obsolete, through the process that schumpeter called ‘creative destruction’. in both 
versions the long- run growth rate depends on the fraction of gdp spent on R&d, which 
in turn is a decision taken by profit- maximizing firms.

a key issue of both first-  and second- generation endogenous growth models is that 
technological inputs create spillovers due to the nature of their non- rival and partially 
excludable goods. these externalities generate non- convexities in production, thus 
avoiding diminishing returns to capital prevalent in neoclassical exogenous models. in 
‘innovation- based’ growth theory, for example, spillovers are posited in research activi-
ties. While intellectual property rights deter the outright theft of ideas, nothing prevents 
a firm from building on ideas implicit in existing goods or the accumulated stock of 
public knowledge. knowledge produced by a single firm becomes subsequently available 
to all agents as a starting point for their own research activity. this gives rise to either 
horizontal (Romer, 1990) or vertical (aghion and Howitt, 1998) innovations.

However, the above- mentioned contributions to endogenous growth theory treat each 
economy as if it were an island, while regional economies typically display a greater 
amount of openness than is the case for national economies: they trade and communi-
cate with one another and learn from one another, more than countries do. therefore, 
regions cannot be treated as spatially independent units and endogenous growth models 
should explicitly take spatial interactions into account. in particular, there is no a priori 
reason to constrain knowledge spillovers within the barriers of the regional economy 
where the agent making the investment is located.

3.3  Open- economy Endogenous Growth Models: The Role of Interregional Knowledge 
Spillovers

a class of endogenous growth models relaxed the closed- economy assumption, allowing 
for international (or interregional) factor mobility, trade and knowledge diffusion. these 
studies have important implications both for the effects of cross- country (and cross- 
region) integration on output convergence and for the overall growth performance of the 
integrated economy.6 in particular, a strand of the literature recognizes that knowledge 
spillovers may have a cross- country dimension. for example, Rivera- batiz and Romer 
(1991) and grossman and Helpman (1991) propose a two- country extension of Romer’s 
(1990) increasing variety model, while segerstrom et al. (1990) and grossman and 
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Helpman (1991) propose a two- country version of aghion and Howitt’s (1992) quality- 
ladder model.

Within this framework we recognize the contribution of negg (new economic 
geography and growth) models, which combine endogenous growth models and 
new economic geography models to analyze the interactions between growth and 
agglomeration (baldwin and Martin, 2004). to do so, they add a (knowledge) 
capital- producing sector (i.e. an innovation sector), a typical feature of endogenous 
growth theory, to a two- region geography model (such as a core–periphery model or 
a footloose capital model). the innovation sector is characterized by the presence of 
intertemporal spillovers (as in Romer, 1990) and the localization of these externalities 
is a major concern. it is indeed recognized that the fact that technology spillovers are 
localized (in the sense that the cost of R&d in one region also depends on the loca-
tion of firms, so that it is less costly to innovate in the region with the highest number 
of firms) should in theory lead to a positive link between (global) growth and spatial 
agglomeration of economic activities. When industrial agglomeration increases in 
the region where the innovation sector is located (the core), the cost of innovation 
decreases and the growth rate increases (i.e. being close to innovation clusters has 
a positive effect on productivity). thus, the introduction of growth and localized 
spillovers in an neg model is at the origin of a trade- off between growth and spatial 
cohesion, which may have important policy implications. However, the welfare analy-
sis suggests that the higher growth triggered by spatial concentration may lead to a 
pareto- superior outcome: even those who live in the periphery are better off under 
agglomeration than under dispersion as long as the (global) growth effect spurred 
by the agglomeration is strong enough. thus, a situation emerges in which every-
body can have economic advantages because agglomeration generates faster growth 
in all regions. nevertheless, cerina and pigliaru (2007), in their critical survey, show 
that this conclusion is far from robust and depends on restrictive assumptions on the 
values of the degree of love for variety and of the elasticity of substitution between 
traditional and manufacturing goods. on this line, cerina and Mureddu (2012) prove 
that the regional rate of growth might differ depending on the geographical allocation 
of industries when there is a non- tradable sector whose performance depends on its 
proximity to the industrial sector.

all in all, these models have been welcomed by regional economists since it appeared 
clear right away that knowledge spillovers could go a long way in explaining differences 
in growth performances across regions. However, the treatment of space in the endog-
enous open- economy growth models quoted above is very simple, while the geographical 
bounding of knowledge spillovers is assumed rather than explicitly modeled. specifically, 
the consideration of only two countries (or two regions) does not allow discriminating 
between direct and indirect spatial technological interdependence (behrens and thisse, 
2007). therefore, any satisfactory analysis of the reasons behind the existence of dif-
ferences in the long- run equilibrium growth rates across regions needs to be conducted 
using multi- region models. along this vein, the multi- country (or multi- region) version 
of the schumpeterian growth model with technological transfer developed by Howitt 
(2000) appears to be the most promising one.
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3.4 Technology Transfer and Multi- country Endogenous Growth Models

Howitt’s (2000) model incorporates the force of technology transfer, whereby the pro-
ductivity of R&d in one region is enhanced by innovations in other regions. this implies 
that all regions engaging in R&d grow at the same rate in the long run; that is, they con-
verge to parallel long- run growth paths. thus, convergence in Howitt (2000) takes place 
not only thanks to diminishing returns to capital but also through technology transfer. 
the main rationale for this convergence is what gerschenkron (1952) called ‘advantage 
of backwardness’; that is, the further a region falls behind the (global) technology fron-
tier, the larger is the average size of innovations. the increase in the size of innovations 
keeps raising the laggard region’s growth rate until the gap separating it from the frontier 
finally stabilizes.

in a world where some regions have internal incentives for innovation and others do 
not, Howitt’s model with technology transfer is also able to predict club convergence: the 
process of technology transfer will determine convergence among regions that perform 
R&d activity. thus, as long as a region maintains enough incentives for innovation, it 
will join the convergence club and its growth rate will ultimately converge to that of all 
the other members. on the other hand, regions without incentives to innovate will stag-
nate, falling further behind the other regions.

the steady- state equation implied by Howitt’s (2000) model is, for region I,

 ln yi 5 b01 b1ln 
sK,i

ni1 gw1 d
1 b2ln sA,i1 b3 ln ni 1 eAH,i (11.3)

where ln sA,i is the R&d intensity of region i. thus, in steady state, a region’s relative 
income per worker yi depends positively on its investment rate (sK), on its effective depre-
ciation rate (n1 gw1 d) – with gw the world growth rate – and on its R&d intensity.

although Howitt (2000) recognizes the relevance of technological interdependence, 
equation (11.3) is still characterized by interregional independence, since complex 
interactions between regions are overlooked or oversimplified. thus, as in Model (11.1), 
it appears to be inadequate to analyze regional growth behavior. in section 4 we will 
review a recent extension of Howitt (2000) model that properly takes technological inter-
dependence into account, thus generating an econometric reduced form characterized by 
interregional spatial contagion.

Howitt and Mayer- foulkes (2005) take a variant of Howitt’s (2000) model, demon-
strating that a region’s education level can be important enough to spell the difference 
between convergence and divergence in growth rates. technology transfer is indeed a 
difficult, skill- intensive process. it requires the implementation of ‘absorptive capacity’, 
such as investments in human and social capital (nelson and phelps, 1966; abramovitz, 
1986). Regions that have the opportunity to receive foreign technology, but do not have 
adequate absorption capacity or have eroded it, will find catching up more difficult. at 
this point, a ‘big push’ is needed to reverse the erosion of absorptive capacity and to join 
the leading convergence club. Whether or not a poor region is capable of engineering this 
push on its own is a crucial open question.7

a striking characteristic of this class of models is that, depending on the 
 assumptions made on the pattern of knowledge diffusion, they can easily explain club 
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convergence of the kind found in the empirical analysis (i.e. the twin peaks emerg-
ing in the ergodic distribution of national and regional per worker incomes). More 
generally, the literature surveyed in this section has reached a broad consensus that 
the most promising channel to explain differences in growth performances across 
economies is knowledge diffusion. the way in which spillovers are modeled, however, 
requires further work. the theoretical contributions reviewed in the next section take 
a step in this direction.

4. Regional gRoWtH and neigHboRing effects

during the second half of the 1990s a number of empirical studies have provided strong 
evidence of spatial contagion in regional growth behavior, thus challenging the cross- 
region independence assumption implicitly adopted by previous works (armstrong, 
1995; chatterji and dewhurst, 1996; ades and chua, 1997; fingleton and Mccombie, 
1998; Rey and Montouri, 1999; attfield et al., 2000; fingleton, 2001; carrington, 2003; 
for a review, see abreu et al., 2005; Rey and Janikas, 2005; and fingleton and lópez- 
bazo, 2006). Using spatial econometrics techniques, these studies have shown that 
regional growth rates depend crucially on the growth rates and initial (and structural) 
conditions of nearby economies, rather than just on any one region’s own initial (and 
structural) conditions. When interpreting their results, these authors make reference to 
the notion of (geographically bounded) interregional knowledge spillovers (or spatial 
technological interdependence), without formally demonstrating the linkage between 
the two.

More recent studies (lópez- bazo et al., 2004; egger and pfaffermayr, 2006; pfaffermayr, 
2009a, 2009b; ertur and koch, 2007, 2011) have instead shown that spatial technological 
interdependence can be explicitly modeled in multi- country (or multi- region) exogenous 
and endogenous growth frameworks to account for neighborhood effects in growth and 
convergence processes. these studies have provided sound theoretical foundations for 
the specific form taken by spatial autocorrelation in econometric growth models. thus, 
they have further stimulated the empirical assessment of the existence of neighboring 
effects in regional growth (Rey and le gallo, 2009).

4.1 A Neoclassical Perspective

let us consider an economy composed of N regions. each region i in every period t 
produces a homogeneous output (Yit)  through an aggregate cobb–douglas production 
function exhibiting constant returns to scale in labor (Lit)  and physical capital (Kit) :

 Yit 5 AitKa
it L 

12a
it      0 , a , 1 (11.4)

with parameter a denoting internal returns to physical capital. technological interde-
pendence is modeled by specifying the aggregate level of technology, Ait, as

 Ait 5Wtk


it q
N

j2 i
Agwij

jt  (11.5)
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thus, technological knowledge is in part exogenous and identical in all regions (as in 
solow), Wt 5 W0e

gt (with g constant); in part, it depends on the level of accumulated 
capital per worker, kit 5 Kit/Lit, with the parameter  reflecting the strength of physical 
capital externalities among firms within the region, in line with Romer (1986); in part, 
it depends positively on the technology accumulated in neighboring regions proxied by 
the last term wN

j2 iAgwij
jt , which is a geometrically weighted average of the stock of knowl-

edge of the j neighbors of region i (ertur and koch, 2007). the elements wij represent 
the connectivity between a region i and all regions belonging to its neighborhood. the 
more a given region is connected to its neighbors, the higher wij . the intensity of spillover 
effects, captured by the parameter g (identical for all regions), is assumed to be related to 
some concept of socioeconomic or institutional proximity, which can be approximated 
by exogenous geographical proximity or other proximity measures (see section 6 for a 
critical discussion of the notion of distance adopted in recent regional growth analyses). 
in other words, it is assumed that external effects of knowledge embodied in physi-
cal capital in one region extend across its borders but do so with diminished intensity 
because of frictions generated by socioeconomic and institutional dissimilarities cap-
tured by exogenous geographical distance.

as in solow, the working- age population growth rate (n) , the growth rate of Wt (g) , 
the depreciation rate (d)  and the rate of accumulation of physical capital (sK)  are exog-
enous. Moreover, the evolution of capital per worker in region i is governed by the fun-
damental solowian dynamic equation:

 k
#

it 5 siyit 2 (ni 1 d)kit (11.6)

Under the assumption of decreasing returns to capital within each economy, 
equation (11.6) implies that kit and, thus, yit converge to a balanced growth rate, 
gb 5 g/ [ (12 a) (12 g) 2 ] and the (empirical counterpart of the) equation for the 
steady- state level of real income per worker is in vector form:

 ln yi 5b01b1 ln
si

ni 1 gb 1 d
1 qa

N

j2 i
wij ln

sj

nj 1 gb 1 d
1 ra

N

j2 i
wij ln yj 1 ei (11.7a)

in matrix form we have

 y5 Xb1WnXq1 rWny1 e (11.7b)

where y is an (N3 1)  vector of the logarithms of real income per worker, X an (N3 2)  
matrix including the constant term and the vector of logarithms of the investment rate in 
physical capital divided by the effective depreciation rate. Wn5 {wij} is an N3N stand-
ardized spatial weights matrix. WnX is the spatial lag of X and Wn y is an endogenous 
spatial lag term. b and q are vectors of parameters associated to X and Wn X, respectively, 
while r ; g (1 2 a)

1 2 a 2 
 is the spatial autoregressive parameter. finally, e is the (N3 1)  vector 

of i.i.d. errors.
the reduced form of equation (11.7b) can be easily derived:

 y 5 (In 2 rWn) 21Xb 1 (In 2 rWn) 21WnXq 1 (In 2 rWn) 21e (11.8)
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the steady- state level of income per worker in a location i is therefore influ-
enced not only by the exogenous characteristics (saving rate and working- age 
 population growth rate) of i (as in solow), but also by those in all other locations 
through  the  inverse spatial transformation (In2 rWn )21, the so- called ‘spatial mul-
tiplier effect’  (anselin,  2004). equation (11.8) also suggests that there are spatial 
externalities in unmodeled effects: a random shock (or disturbance) in a specific 
location i does not only affect the outcome in that region, but also has an impact on 
the outcome in all other locations through (In2 rWn )21 (‘spatial diffusion process of 
random shocks’).

it is worth observing that, even if the estimated parameters in the structural equation 
(11.7b) are fixed and homogeneous across spatial units, the expected marginal effect of 
each explanatory variable k (computed from the reduced form in equation 11.8) takes 
the form of an N3N matrix: 0E [y ]

0xk
5 (In 2 rWn)21 (Inb 1 Wnq) 5 Sk (Wn) . in other 

words, the impact of each exogenous variable is specific to each region. this kind of 
heterogeneity, called ‘interactive heterogeneity’, is different from the one mentioned in 
section 3, generated from threshold effects in the accumulation of capital or from non-
linearities in the production function. interactive heterogeneity is a direct consequence 
of the assumption of technological interdependence.

the diagonal elements of matrix Sk (Wn)  measure the ‘direct effect’, 0E [yi ]
0xk,i

, that is the 
impact on region i of changes of variable k in the same region. the extent of this effect 
is quantitatively different from the value of the corresponding estimated parameter bk, 
since it includes feedback effects. for example, if a region raises its rate of investment in 
physical capital, the direct effect accounts for the localized effect and feedback effects, 
where region i affects region j and region j also affects observation i. the off- diagonal 
elements of Sk (Wn) , instead, measure ‘indirect effects’, which correspond to cross- partial 
derivatives, 0E [yi ]

0xk,j
. these are interregional spillover effects. finally, the ‘total effect’ is the 

sum of the direct and indirect impacts.
ertur and koch (2007) test this new growth framework using country- level data. 

applications of similar frameworks to regional data (especially european regional 
data) are in fischer (2009), egger and pfaffermayr (2006), pfaffermayr (2009a, 2009b). 
all these studies find evidence of significant neighboring effects in regional growth in 
europe.

finally, a nonlinear extension of Model (11,7a) has been proposed by basile (2008, 
2009):

 ln yi 5 b0 1 f aln 
si

ni1 gb1 d
,a

N

j2 i
wij ln 

sj

nj1 gb1 d
b 1 ra

N

j2 i
wij ln yj1 ei (11.7c)

where f (.) , to be estimated through nonparametric methods, captures the smooth 
interaction between the effective saving rate in region i and in its neighborhood. basile 
applied this framework to regional data in europe and found significant evidence of 
both nonlinearities and spatial dependence. in particular, a trade- off emerged between 
nonlinearities and spatial autocorrelation; the value of the parameter r is lower when 
possible nonlinearities are taken into account.
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4.2 A Schumpeterian Perspective

ertur and koch (2011) have also provided an extension of the multi- country 
schumpeterian growth model with technology transfer elaborated by Howitt (2000). 
Here, each region i in every period t produces under perfect competition a homogeneous 
output (Yit)  through an aggregate production function using labor (Lit 5Li0enit)  and a 
continuum of horizontally differentiated intermediate goods, xit(s) :

 Yit 5 3
Qit

0
Ait(q)xit(q)al 

12a
it ds   0 , a , 1 (11.9)

where Qit is the number of different intermediate goods produced and used in region i at 
date t, lit ; (L

Q) it, xit(q)  is the flow output of the intermediate product q [ [0,Qit ] used at 
time t and Ait(q)  is a productivity parameter attached to the latest version of intermedi-
ate product q.

each intermediate product is generated under monopolistic competition using sector- 
specific capital:

 xit(q) 5 Kit(q) /Ait(q)  (11.10)

division by Ait(q)  indicates that successive vintages of the intermediate product are 
obtained by increasingly capital- intensive techniques. since all firms are symmetric, they 
supply the same quantity of intermediate goods, xit5 xit(q)  4q. putting this common 
quantity into (11.10) and assuming that the total demand of capital equals the given 
supply Kit yields

 xit 5 xit(q) 5 k̂itlit (11.11)

where k̂it ; Kit/ (AitLit)  is the capital stock per effective worker and Ait is the average 
productivity parameter across all sectors. substituting (11.11) into (11.9) shows that the 
output per effective worker, ŷit ; Yit/ (AitLit) , is given by

 ŷit 5 k̂a
it (11.12)

innovations in schumpeterian theory create improved versions of old intermedi-
ate products and occur in each sector at the poisson rate lik


it, with li the productivity 

parameter of vertical R&d, kit 5
SA,it

QitAmax
it

 the productivity- adjusted R&d intensity in each 
sector and 0## 1 the parameter measuring the impact of R&d expenditure on arrival 
rate. R&d intensity in each sector SA,it

Qit
 is deflated by Amax

it , the leading- edge productivity 
parameter, in order to take the force of increasing complexity into account: as technol-
ogy advances, the resource cost of further advances increases proportionally.

in order to introduce spatial technological interdependence, the research productivity 
parameter li is defined as follows:

 li 5 lq
N

j51
a

Ajt

Ait
b

givij

 (11.13)
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R&d productivity is therefore a positive function of the technological gap of region i 
with respect to its own (or local) technological frontier, defined as a geometric average of 
knowledge levels in all regions denoted by Ajt for j 5 1,. . .,N.

the technological frontier is local (i.e. it is specific to each region) because of the vij 
parameters, which define the specific access of region i to the accumulated knowledge 
of all other regions (i.e. the proximity relationship of region i with all other regions j). 
in Howitt (2000), instead, all regions share the same global technological frontier since 
each region diffuses the same quantity of knowledge; that is, vij 5 vj. the assumption of 
a local technological frontier can be more intuitively justified if vij parameters capture 
the technological or specialization proximity among regions. in other words, if we 
assume that each region produces and uses a certain number of intermediate goods, its 
local technological frontier is represented by the knowledge created in other regions that 
produce and use similar intermediate products.

thus the further away a region is from its own technological frontier, the higher 
its productivity in the research sector, because it can benefit from the accumulated 
knowledge in other regions (‘advantage of backwardness’ conferred on technological 
laggards). the parameter gi . 1 measures the ‘absorption capacity’ of region i, which, 
in line with nelson and phelps (1966), is assumed to be a function of its human capital 
stock, as gi 5 gHi.

given these assumptions, the growth rate of the average accumulated knowledge is 
given by

 git ;
A
#

it

Ait
5 lsk

itq
N

j51
a

Ajt

Ait
b

givij

 (11.14)

because of the direct relationship between R&d productivity and the region- specific 
technological gap, all regions undertaking R&d activity converge to the same steady- 
state (world) growth rate g*i 5

A
#
max
i

Amax
i
5 gw and, thus, to parallel growth paths, as in Howitt 

(2000) and in solow (1956).
the evolution of each economy i is governed by a system of two differential equations, 

one describing the law of motion of aggregate physical capital and the other describing 
the accumulation of R&d:

 k̂
#

it
5 sK,ik̂

a
it 2 (ni 1 git 1 d) k̂it (11.15)

 k
#

it 5
kit

1 2 
[rit1 lik


it 2 lik

21
it lita (a2 1) k̂a

it ] (11.16)

with sK,i the investment rate, d the rate of depreciation of physical capital, assumed iden-
tical for each region, and rit the interest rate.

given the assumption of spatial technological interdependence, the steady- state log- 
level of technological knowledge accumulated in region i is a function of the knowledge 
accumulated in other regions:

 ln A*i 5 constant 1


1 2 
(ln sA,i1 ln ni 1 ln yi) 1

gHi

1 2 a
N

j2 i
vij ln A*j  (11.17)
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Moreover, at steady state

 ln k̂*i 5
1

1 2 a
 ln 

sK,i

ni1 g*i 1 d
 (11.18)

finally, replacing equations (11.17) and (11.18) in the production function (11.12), we 
obtain the steady- state log- level of real income per worker, whose empirical counterpart 
is

 ln yi5b01b1ln
sK,i

ni1gw1d
1b2 lnsA,i1b3 lnni1 qHia

N

j2 i
vij ln

sK, j

nj1gw1d
1gHia

N

j2 i
vij ln yj1ei

 (11.19a)

in matrix form we have

 y 5 Xb 1 qWnZ 1 gWny 1 e (11.19b)

where y is an (N3 1)  vector of the logarithms of real income per worker, X the 
(N3 4)  matrix of the explanatory variables, including the constant term, the loga-
rithms of the investment rates in physical capital divided by the effective depreciation 
rate, the logarithms of the working- age population growth rates and the logarithms 
of expenditures in the research sector. Wn 5 diag [Hi ]Vn is an N3N spatial weights 
matrix (with diag [Hi ] the diagonal matrix of human capital stock and Vn the matrix 
collecting the interaction terms vij), WnZ is the (N3 1)  vector of the spatial lag of the 
logarithms of the investment rates in physical capital divided by the effective deprecia-
tion rate and Wny is the endogenous spatial lag term. b and q are vectors of param-
eters associated to X and WnZ, respectively. g is the spatial autoregressive parameter 
measuring the degree of technological interdependence and e is the (N3 1)  vector of 
i.i.d. errors.

the reduced form of equation (11.19b) can be easily derived:

 y5 (In2 gWn)
21Xb 1 (In 2 gWn)

21WnZq 1 (In2 gWn)21e (11.20)

as in equation (11.8), the presence of the inverse spatial transformation (In2 gWn)
21 

in equation (11.20) implies the existence of spatial externalities in modeled as well as 
in unmodeled effects. it is also important to note that equation (11.19a) encompasses 
the multi- region solow growth model with imperfect technological interdependence 
(equation 11.7a). indeed, in addition to factor accumulation, equation (11.19a) shows 
that innovation caused by R&d investment plays a major role in explaining the growth 
process. Moreover, one can also observe that the solow growth model (equation 11.1) 
constitutes a particular case of the multi- region schumpeterian growth model when 
R&d expenditures have no effect on growth (f 5 0) and there is no technological 
interdependence between regions (g 5 0). finally, equation (11.19a) encompasses also 
the econometric specification elaborated by Howitt (2000) (equation 11.3). as already 
observed, Howitt (2000) assumes that vij 5 vj (each region diffuses the same amount of 
knowledge to other regions), so that the last term of equation (11.19a) is identical to 
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each region and can be incorporated in the constant term. in this way, Howitt (2000) 
excludes the possibility of specific technological interdependence across regions.

ertur and koch (2011) test the theoretical predictions of their model using cross- 
country data.8 some authors provide evidence of a positive effect of R&d intensity on 
regional growth in europe (e.g. sterlacchini and Venturini, 2009). However, compari-
sons between the neoclassical growth model with technological interdependence and the 
schumpeterian growth model with technological interdependence based on regional 
data are still missing. More flexible specifications of equation (11.19a) are also needed 
to assess the hypothesis of parameter heterogeneity and, more specifically, to identify 
possible threshold effects in the relationship between R&d intensity and growth.

5.  indUstRial HeteRogeneity, aggloMeRation 
eXteRnalities and Regional endogenoUs 
gRoWtH

Up to now we have reviewed the growing literature on spatial extensions of growth 
analysis that emphasizes the role of spatial technological interdependence (or spatial 
spillovers) and of neighboring effects in regional growth and convergence. now, it is 
important to recognize the parallel development of another strand of literature that 
has got under way following the contributions of lucas (1988) and glaeser (1999), who 
argue that cities and local districts should be elected as the most natural environment 
for the ordinary working of knowledge spillovers, which are at the base of endogenous 
growth models. in a nutshell, spillovers are more likely to occur at the local level since 
they are favored by direct human interactions (Von Hippel, 1994). this phenomenon 
is due to the fact that new knowledge is often extremely complicated and contains 
complex (and sometimes tacit) elements; this implies that new knowledge is often only 
accessible via interactions within interfirm innovation networks or general innovation 
systems that tend to be bounded by geographical proximity (karlsson and Manduchi, 
2001; andersson and karlsson, 2004; audretsch and feldman, 2003). this intuition 
has given rise to a broad theoretical, mostly conceptual, literature, surveyed in doring 
and schnellenbach (2006), while more analytical neg models have until now failed to 
provide a deep enough theoretical understanding of learning mechanisms at the local 
level (puga, 2010).

the importance of such understanding is emphasized by breschi and lissoni (2001), 
who recommend some caution in the use of the notion of local knowledge spillovers and 
suggest opening the black box of local externalities to disentangle different potential 
causes. krugman (1991), for instance, distinguishes between pecuniary and techno-
logical spillovers, the former being market mediated and the latter due to unintended 
actions. Marshall’s (1890) partition of local agglomeration forces into three categories 
(labor market pooling, transport cost savings and knowledge sharing) provides examples 
of both categories. the former two operate through market interactions while the latter 
has the true nature of a pure technological externality. actually, Marshall definitions 
are mostly used to indicate those local forces that come from the concentration of an 
industry in a region that encourages other firms in the same industry to locate in the same 
place. this vision is usually contrasted to the one by Jacobs (1969), according to whom 
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the main source of local spillovers is external to the industry where the firm operates, 
as the presence of a variety of sectors facilitates imitation and recombination of ideas 
and cross- fertilization across industries. finally, a third alternative vision is given by 
porter (1990), who argues that local competition rather than monopoly favors local eco-
nomic growth by channeling knowledge within specialized geographically concentrated 
industries.

the question as to which one of the three agglomeration forces (Marshall, Jacobs or 
porter) is the most beneficial to regional growth, directly or through innovation, is rather 
complex and has been at the centre of a heated debate in the empirical literature. beaudry 
and schiffauerova (2009) show that 20 years of research have produced results that are, 
to say the least, contradictory,9 and argue that much of this controversy depends on the 
way externalities and economic growth are measured. Moreover, there is clear evidence 
of the presence of sectoral, temporal, geographical and institutional heterogeneity, 
which influences the role of specialization, competition and diversity in regional growth 
(de groot et al., 2008). despite that, we may conclude that there is substantial, but not 
unanimous, academic support for the positive impact of Marshallian externalities based 
on specialization. Results for diversification are less mixed and point mainly to a positive 
role of Jacobian spillovers. as for porter externalities, results are often inconclusive, but 
when the impact is significantly different from zero, the positive effect prevails.

nonetheless, the question of which agglomeration externalities are at work and 
with what effect is not just an empirical issue but, most importantly, a theoretical one. 
along this line of research, duranton and puga (2001) propose a model that, combining 
static and dynamic advantages of specialization and diversity, predicts that firms create 
new products in diversified regions but, when production becomes standardized, they 
switch to mass production and relocate to specialized regions. they endow with solid 
microfoundations the well- known Jacobs claim that diversified urban environments 
are essential to promoting search and experimentation of new prototypes and therefore 
innovation. once products and processes are stabilized and routinized, the consequent 
mass production entails the aversion of congestion and high costs of urban areas by 
moving to a specialized area, where Marshall’s externalities prevail.10 at the end of the 
life cycle, according to boschma (2005), specialization might even prove harmful to 
economic growth since lock- in effects prevent economies from exploiting new promising 
technological trajectories.

However, according to duranton and puga (2004), the search for a theoretical frame-
work to include different types of agglomeration externalities needs to go beyond the 
so- called Marshallian ‘trinity’, and the distinction among Marshall, Jacobs and porter 
spillovers. they suggest, as an alternative, three main causes for the existence of local 
increasing returns, based on the mechanisms at work rather than on the markets in 
which they take place (as in Marshall, where externalities arise in the labor market, in the 
market for intermediates and in an incomplete market for ideas). the first mechanism is 
due to the possibility of having a more efficient sharing of local infrastructure, facilities, 
risks and intermediate inputs in larger local markets. the second one is due to the fact 
that a larger market also allows for better matching between employers and employees, 
buyers and suppliers, or among business partners. finally, a larger market can facilitate 
learning about new technologies and promote the development of new ideas thanks 
to more frequent direct interactions between economic agents. Hence the presence of 
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 different mechanisms that can generate local increasing returns and the need for appro-
priate modelization in order to identify the actual nature of the market failure at stake 
and possibly an effective and non- distorting policy intervention. according to puga 
(2010), despite some progress, the theoretical literature has been relatively unsuccessful 
in identifying and distinguishing these different sources of agglomeration externalities. a 
few models include sharing and matching mechanisms (see the review in duranton and 
puga, 2004 and glaeser, 2010), but more work is needed to model knowledge externali-
ties that occur through learning (duranton and puga, 2001 being an important but rare 
exception).

6. conclUsions and fUtURe ReseaRcH

in this chapter we have provided a critical survey of the growing literature on regional 
growth analysis. in particular, we have pointed out the existence of an unsuspected 
strong interaction between regional growth analysis and the development of endog-
enous growth theory. on the one hand, endogenous growth models (of both the first 
and second generation), which identify a large set of self- reinforcing mechanisms that 
can potentially cause poverty traps, have strongly stimulated regional growth analysis 
and justified regional development policies over the last decade. in particular, a large 
number of empirical regional growth analyses have provided evidence that in exten-
sive contexts such as the eU as well as within many countries (such as italy, spain and 
greece) a group of regions tends to converge towards a high equilibrium level, while 
other regions lag behind or tend to converge towards a low equilibrium level. as widely 
discussed in this chapter, this evidence is consistent with the existence of non- convexities 
in the aggregate production function associated with threshold effects in the accumula-
tion of capital, which lead to long- run dependence on initial conditions (azariadis and 
stachurski, 2005). it is also consistent with schumpeterian growth models, which predict 
club convergence in relation to the capacity of regions to perform R&d and to absorb 
foreign technological knowledge (Howitt, 2000; Howitt and Mayer- foulkes, 2005). on 
the other hand, empirical regional growth analysis has uncovered important weaknesses, 
which theorists have remedied by introducing elements of reality that were missing from 
the original theory. in particular, considerable effort has been devoted to incorporating 
more realistic assumptions on technological spatial interdependence in (endogenous) 
growth models. this group of studies has given rise to a large number of empirical 
analyses aimed at capturing the role of neighboring effects in regional growth and con-
vergence. nonetheless, there are several open issues which are still relatively neglected by 
the literature and are therefore left for future research in this field.

first of all, while the role of spatial frictions in the interregional diffusion of knowl-
edge is now recognized within growth theory, there is still much scope for further theo-
retical work on endogenous growth in a spatial- economic context. specifically, while 
the economic theory has gone a long way in modeling interregional feedbacks and inter-
regional spillovers (see section 4 in this chapter), intraregional spillovers occurring from 
Marshallian (within- industry) and diversification (cross- industry) economies are not 
explicitly included (MaR externalities are only implicitly taken into account in ertur 
and koch, 2007). as discussed in section 5, firms may co- locate to obtain knowledge 
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spillovers that occur when similar firms engage in R&d to solve similar or related prob-
lems. physical proximity (and density) speeds the flow of ideas, especially when a signifi-
cant part of intangible knowledge is often tacit and social networks tend to be strong. 
thus regions characterized by a denser clustering of industries exhibit agglomeration 
economies that lead to higher R&d productivity and, thus, to higher levels of innova-
tion output. these arguments should be explicitly taken into account in a multi- region 
endogenous growth theory that combines both vertical and horizontal innovation.

a better integration of micro-  and macro- level approaches is also desirable. We are 
still unable to get a comprehensive picture of the underlying mechanisms that create 
spatial variations in efficiency and its dynamics across sectors, firms and regions. in 
particular, the future research agenda should focus on the causes of agglomeration 
externalities in an attempt to better formalize the microeconomic sources of local 
spillovers. We need to distinguish, on the one hand, the mechanisms at work: sharing, 
matching and learning according to the trilogy proposed by duranton and puga (2004); 
and, on the other hand, the market in which they apply: labor, intermediates or ideas as 
in the Marshallian ‘trinity’. finally, we need to understand how and when such forces 
operate across sectors (as in Jacobs) and when within sectors (as in Marshall). as argued 
by ottaviano (2011) in his research agenda for the ‘new’ new economic geography, 
we need to shift from ‘macro- heterogeneity’ across regions with identical economic 
agents to ‘micro- heterogeneity’ across firms and families in order to understand how 
the juxtaposition of the decision levels of these agents, which operate in differentiated 
contexts and sectors, affect the local economic system, its industrial structure and its 
evolution. these theoretical efforts should go hand in hand with the empirical attempts 
to provide a rationale for the coexistence of heterogeneous firms and sectors within and 
across regions, and explain how firm productivity distribution and economic growth are 
affected by geographical factors and vice versa.

among geographical factors, we need to investigate the spatial extent of agglomera-
tion forces while trying to go beyond physical proximity, no longer believed to be suffi-
cient to transmit knowledge and other spillovers across local units (capello, 2007, 2009). 
boschma (2005) and Mattes (2012), among others, have convincingly suggested that 
other dimensions may prove crucial in channeling spillovers across economic agents, 
such as institutional, cognitive, social and organizational proximity. We certainly need 
to investigate more fully the characteristics of spillovers flowing along these different 
dimensions both from a theoretical (cowan and Jonard, 2004) and an empirical point 
of view (basile et al., 2012; Marrocu et al., 2013). this dual path entails an effort to 
understand which local agglomeration forces are mediated by the market and which are 
not (breschi and lissoni, 2001), which spillovers are intended and which are involun-
tary (Maggioni et al., 2007), which flows involve public institutions and private firms 
(d’este and iammarino, 2010) and, finally, hierarchical and a- hierarchical relationships 
(Maggioni et al., 2011). Moreover, we need to distinguish real agglomeration forces from 
other mechanisms, such as selection and sorting of workers and firms, as suggested in 
behrens et al. (2010).

another important challenge for the future of empirical analysis on regional economic 
growth refers to possible extensions and enhancements of spatial econometric tech-
niques. on this issue, it is important to note that, thanks to the ‘introductory’ textbook 
by lesage and pace (2009), the state of the art of applied spatial econometrics has made 
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a step change (elhorst, 2010). the authors enrich and widen the usual toolkit of applied 
econometrics with several new routines that allow diverse alternatives to spatial lag and 
error models. Moreover, they introduce the use of indirect effects as a more valid basis 
for testing whether spatial spillovers are significant and, most importantly, the use of 
bayesian posterior model probabilities to determine which spatial weights matrix best 
describes the data (see also Harris et al., 2011). finally, lesage and pace (2009) make the 
case for extending the usual cross- section setting of spatial economic analysis to include 
the temporal dimension. this challenge has been so far accepted both with the develop-
ment of exploratory spatial data analysis thanks to the integration of dynamic local indi-
cators of spatial association (lisa) together with directional statistics, as in Rey et al. 
(2011) and in ye and Rey (2013), and with the development of explicit spatial temporal 
econometric models, again by lesage and pace (2009). they propose two interesting 
candidates for this task: the time- space dynamic model and the time- space recursive 
model, which, just as the spatial durbin for cross- sectional data, can be used to estimate 
both global and local spatial spillover effects without imposing prior restrictions on the 
magnitude of these effects.

finally, if the aim of a researcher is to provide evidence to discriminate between differ-
ent theoretical approaches that predict club convergence (widely observed in empirical 
analysis), linear regression analyses are of limited use. as already observed by Magrini 
(2004), the regression approach tends to concentrate on the behavior of the representa-
tive economy. in other words, with few exceptions, convergence analyses based on such 
an approach can only shed light on the transition of this economy towards its own steady 
state while giving no information on the dynamics of the entire cross- sectional distribu-
tion of income. scholars should conform to the analysis of intra- distribution dynamics 
proposed for the first time by Quah and to its integration with nonlinear regression 
models (see, e.g., basile, 2009; fiaschi et al. 2009).

notes

 1. Regional income per worker is computed as the ratio between gross value added at constant prices 
2000 and total employment. income levels are normalized with respect to the eU- 27 average in order to 
remove co- movements due to the european- wide business cycle and trends in the average values.

 2. according to aziariadis and stachurski (2005), poverty traps arise not only due to market failure but 
also to ‘institution failure’. since institutions – that is the state, the legal systems, the social norms and so 
on – are determined endogenously within the system, they may either be the direct cause of vicious cycles, 
or they may interact with market failures and lead to the perpetuation of an inefficient equilibrium. the 
fundamental role of institutions for economic growth has been thoroughly discussed within both the 
theoretical and the empirical literature both at the national (see acemoglu et al., 2005; Rodrik et al., 2004) 
and at the regional level (tabellini, 2010). another potential cause of cumulative causation is proposed in 
the demand- oriented view of regional growth proposed by the kaldorian growth theory (Harris, 2011).

 3. to compute tfp we used the simple production function: Y 5 AK aL 
12a , so that y5Y/L5A (K/L)a 5Aka 

and A 5 y/ [ka ].
 4. the open version of the neoclassical growth model also predicts that capital and labor move to obtain 

the highest returns and, with perfect flexibility of factor prices, mobility will automatically remove inter-
regional factor price differences (borts, 1960; borts and stein, 1964; barro and sala i Martin, 1995).

 5. azariadis and stachurski (2006) point out that numerous departures from the neoclassical benchmark 
(namely, increasing returns to scale and failure in credit and insurance markets) generate market failures 
and determine multiple equilibria and club convergence. finally, they suggest that bad institutions (state, 
legal systems, social norms and conventions) may entrap entire economies in poverty or low- productivity 
equilibria.
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 6. see pozzolo (2004) for a review of the literature on open- economy endogenous growth models.
 7. alexiadis (2010a, 2010b) provides some contributions to model regional growth and (club) convergence 

within a technology transfer framework recognizing the role of absorptive capacities, which are con-
sidered as a function of regional infrastructural conditions. benhabib and spiegel (2006) generalize the 
nelson–phelps model with exponential or logistic technological diffusion. in the latter case, a country 
with a small capital stock may exhibit slower total factor productivity growth than the leader nation and 
no catching up occurs.

 8. following the recent developments by Howitt and Mayer- foulkes (2005) and acemoglu et al. (2006), 
ertur and koch’s model might be generalized by taking into account non- parallel long- run growth paths, 
which allow richer club structures.

 9. in their literature review, de groot et al. (2009) compute 393 estimates of externalities, which yield quite 
mixed evidence in terms of sign and statistical significance.

10. Henderson et al. (1995) show that specialization (or Marshallian) externalities are stronger in low- tech 
industries while diversity (or Jacobs) externalities are positive among high- tech sectors and services. 
further empirical support is provided by Marrocu et al. (2011), who distinguish among Marshallian and 
Jacobian externalities operating in eastern and Western european regions, and neffke et al. (2011), who 
investigate agglomeration externalities along the industry life cycle in sweden. both studies find that 
intra- industry externalities increase with the maturity of industries and are relatively more important 
in backward regions, while the effects of local diversity are positive for young and dynamic industries, 
especially in urban regions, and can be negative in other industries and local areas.
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